
The mome rath sniffs and snorts this way. Through shnarded wicks a path thence leads. 
A scar through Southumptonland so sings the old man’s knees. Slythy sea slips and spits on this beach. 
No sense of stench can be sensed here. But on this ness the soothsayer Calloohs and Callays, his fyren 
sickened with Jabberwocky fray. And with this sick twist of the vorpal blade, this day hergian belays. 
The Jabberywocky comes, but only to go which way? To go quippith or rippith, he wrecks more wicks. 
So they fall behind him, man and twig adorn the sea of concrete. Each feted awful step brings much 
more to reek.  No lass, no mynster could ever feel the winter. In spring it was the ofertears that fell to 
never freeze. Not twence brillig could time move, the fork set in place. Only a snatchering and a catch-
ering were there to make haste. Haftily he lights fife his pipe. The Jabberwocky comes here too. 
Stricken with blaze, he sets all to raze. 

“Genog, Genog,” The Jabberwocky this way comes. Beware his cripe, his bite, 
his snipe, for the beamish boy his teeth still shine. The wilding knight, my son has 
come! Accompanied by Irish bow and Scottish rand. Ten thousand stand where 
none had planned. “Today! Today!” This meinye This morn shall fight! On mid-
daengard the bard will call this tale. The world swathes and watches as the Jabber-
wocky comes full tail. Bowmen set splosion to the air “fill it with wicker!” Horse-
men leapt fourth foot, through the mountains, down the wabe they came. Sent the 
shield men swept susseth, defending th’Lord Ayre twice. Third came his show, a 
novel thick and throw. No snicker-snack but forsooth ten thousand snaps still heard. 
More still stirred, the plight unable to be unheard. The hills of men that were set to 
be killed, stand unskilled in light of this upbringing. No sinc or sige could rehold 
this untwinging. Hither pannikin was all that was left to be shared. 
The Jabberwocky scared! Yet his legs still bring him elsewhere. 

Through scoffs and roffs two chunks fly through woods. Stark and rank his trench shows his way. 
“Cwic” the soothmen mutter, “this one survives.” A cauldron that burbles and pusses, a whisper 
swims deep. “O Fortuna,” a demon wept through chittered lense. The Jabberwocky seeped and 
weeped. Through hooded robe and black ‘ric two arms raised one. Another wocky, ready to jab. Now 
ten thousand too will stand, all fit to drab black drake across this world. The God’s great bysmor, this 
casere’s reigns caeld. Gebeds to bed do no hope, dreams to rend this world’s end. For Th’lord Ayre, 
the rope thought lost. Sense all was at dire, did gyre ceaseless still. Mimsy the unborn wept a pity for a 
thousand cities. For the Jabberwocky everywhere hence went, was to fall to ruin and left for peace. 
The world cringan, there wouldn’t be anyone left to sing’on. And in the face of certain silence, it was 
one songless day the Jabberwockies left. A wish to whichever way they went. For in the ballad’s end 
was Ayre the Slayer, remembered a legend aescrof the field. The memory of hope, bravery, courage, 
he had the boldness of a bandersnatch through and through. Though that time is gone, a mome rath 
still sniffs and snorts this way, oblivious to the wicker underneath his reen snout. And on this naess a 
shout does say, “Fight us every which way, it will be us to see the end of day!” For everyone knows 
where a Jabber-wocky goes, only to say his name. This sense preparation will save them for next rays. 
Still, no one knows wherence the Jabberwocky goes, once his name is said. 
So, should you say their name, all you’ll find is dread. 
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Mome- Grave
Rath- Creature who lives on his knees
Slythy- smooth and active
Ness- ismuth sandy projection amidst water
Fyren- Crime or Wickedness
Hergian - act of ravage
Quippith - Quickly Turning on Someone
Mynster - monk, monastery, monastic, Mr
Brillig - dinner time
Genog - enough
Rand - shieldmaiden
Meinye - company
Middaengard - middle earth
wabe- hill side
Forsooth - surprisingly
Sinc - Victory
Sige - Treasure
Pannikin - small reward
Cwic - alive
Bysmor - mockery
Casere - cesar, king
Caeld - cold
Gebeds - prayers to bed
Gyre - intense itch
Mimsy - unhappy
Cringan - to perish
Aescrof - bravery in battle
Naess - high up bluff
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